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S TA N DA R D FO R M S A N D WR IT TEN CO NTR AC TS

have accepted that the inclusion of such a clause excludes the ﬁnding of collateral
contractual obligations.94
Some commentators dissent. David McLauchlan complains that such clauses
may be simply untrue: the parties may in fact have intended that a collateral statement (outside the written contract) should have contractual effect, and the court
should no more rely on an express EAC to contradict their intention than the
parol evidence ‘rule’.95 Especially not when the EAC may often be ‘part of the
boilerplate that is not read and not expected to be read’; the term ‘has no magical power to cause statements of fact to be true when they are actually untrue’.
McLauchlin makes a powerful case, but would it not deny much of the point
of the EAC (written making agreements impregnable) if, like the parol evidence
‘rule’ they are downgraded to presumptive status only? The case for enforcement
depends on commercial convenience rather than belief in ‘magical powers’.
Gerard McMeel complains that the courts have ‘resuscitate[d] the now discredited parol evidence rule’.96 But the criticism seems unconvincing. The whole point
of these clauses is to afﬁrm (or ‘resuscitate’) the parol evidence rule. Moreover,
the ‘rule’ cannot be dismissed so readily when it has recently been described as
‘fundamental to the mercantile law of this country’ by Lord Hobhouse.97 As stated
in Phipson on Evidence, there is considerable advantage to the parties in having the
document as ‘a full and ﬁnal statement of their intentions … beyond the reach of
future controversy, bad faith or treacherous memory’.98 Finally, from the straightforward freedom of contract perspective, enforcing EACs makes ‘eminent sense’,
especially in the commercial context.99 The parties have chosen, by inserting an
EAC in the ﬁnal contract, to make any collateral agreements unenforceable; it is
‘elementary’ to give effect to this choice.100 One might recall Odysseus lashing
himself to the mast of his ship so that he didn’t jump overboard when he heard
the Sirens’ song: at the drafting stage the parties (or their legal advisers) want to
make sure that they are not tempted to alter or supplement the contract informally, later on.
A much debated variant is the ‘non-reliance clause’. After it was ruled that a
simple EAC did not exclude liability for misrepresentation (as opposed to nullifying statements with contractual effect, i.e. collateral warranties),101 drafters began
to include clauses declaring that neither party had ‘relied on’ statements made
by the other in agreeing to enter into the contract. Since reliance upon the
statement is essential, if the courts give effect to such ‘non-reliance’ clauses
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